They say it will ruin the economy and make your lives like slavery! They say that renewable energy could lead to the loss of joy, eyesight, and fertility, too.

Schools have become training camps for liberal alternative lifestyles. It's time to waterboard the little punks until they enlist. Drill to kill. Leave no child a mind. Erect a surveillance perimeter. Surge the security. hike tuition and send trouble-makers to prison.

Heaven help us! If I meet one of these green pern. Alternative energy people I'm going to pee myself dry.

Yeah? I heard on TV we gotta beware of the solar daisies cuz they're filtering our dreams for secrets. I'm afraid to sleep!

I saw a show about how recycling destroys the world economy and breeds disease.

First they came for your speed limit, but you said nothing. Then they came for your tax subsidies and you were silent. Then they came for your combustion engines and said you'd have to forego wars of aggression.

They say that vegetarianism is threatening the delicate balance of terror we enjoy.